University of Texas at Arlington
LOK-IT USB Drive Terms of Use

LOK-IT USB Drives are supplied to university faculty and approved staff to safely allow a method to temporarily store and transport sensitive and confidential data. The LOK-IT drives remain the property of the University of Texas at Arlington, and if the user leaves their current department the drives should be returned. If the user wishes to transfer the drive to another user, or if the drive becomes lost or stolen, they are required to contact the Information Security Office at 817-272-5487 or at security@uta.edu. In the event the drive is lost or stolen, the user is responsible for the replacement cost of the drive.

The LOK-IT drives are not intended to be used for primary data storage. Users are responsible for setting and remembering their PIN to unlock the drive. To prevent hacking and data loss, after 10 consecutive failed attempts to enter a PIN, the drive is wiped and all data will be lost.

Additional detailed Information can be found at: www.uta.edu/security/lok-it/

By clicking “I Agree” /Signing below, you acknowledge acceptance of the terms of use.

Agree/Disagree

________________________________________
Print User’s Name

________________________________________
User Signature

________________________________________
User’s Network ID

________________________________________
Date